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Signature RAVEN styling touches
Support graphics card up to 13 inches
Mini-ITX motherboard & SFX PSU compatible

Maximum performance in slim form factor with support for liquid cooling*
Positive air pressure design for excellent cooling/quietness and dust-prevention
Fits in nearly any environment with horizontal or vertical orientation

SPECIAL FEATURES
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Model                                        Material                                            Motherboard Drive Bay                                Cooling System

Expansion Slot     Front I/O Port                      Power Supply                        Expansion Card                       Dimension

SST-RVZ01B (black)

2 USB 3.0 x 2 
audio x 1 
MIC x 1 

SFX Compatible with 13” long, 
width restriction – 5.88”

*Liquid cooling support limited to component that fit within RVZ01’s predefined dimensions.  For detailed information, please refer to manual.

Reinforced plastic outer shell, 
steel body

Mini-DTX, Mini-ITX Exposed

Internal

Slim slot-loading 
optical x 1
3.5” x 1, 2.5” x 3

382mm (W) x 105mm (H) x 350mm (D), 14 liters

Top

Bottom

1 x 120mm fan, 1500rpm, 18dBA

1 x 120mm fan, 1500rpm, 18dBA
1 x 120mm fan slot
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SPECIAL LIST

Signature RAVEN 
styling touches

Mounting holes for one 
2.5” SSD/HDD or a Laing 
DDC pump

Slim slot-loading 
optical drive slot

One 3.5” HDD can be 
mounted on into the PSU bracket

High-performance SilverStone 
customized riser card

Dual 2.5” SSD/HDD slots

Support graphics card up to
13 inches

Support Mini-ITX & 
Mini-DTX motherboard

Adjustable graphic card holder

Front USB 3.0 and I/O ports



Since the original RAVEN RV01 debuted in 2008, the RAVEN team at SilverStone has demonstrated many times how it can truly define or defy 

computer enthusiasts’ expectations of what a performance PC is capable of in both form and function.  For 2014, the team had a new target, 

which is to exceed and reshape the small form factor landscape with another breakthrough case design.  The result of this effort is a new line of 

case products called RAVEN Z.  As the first model, RVZ01 is unlike any SilverStone small form factor cases before it.  Utilizing a PCI-E riser 

and custom designed fans, this slim, 14 liter case is capable of housing the biggest consumer graphics card on the market with superb air cooling 

performance and the ability to support liquid cooling*.  Designed for use in either vertical or horizontal orientation, it can be placed comfortably 

in any space-contrained environment that requires a powerful PC.  For those that have been waiting to make the move to small form factor computing 

with a truly standout case to build with, the RVZ01 is it.

＊Ultra fine filter provides great dust 
reduction properties

FF123

uction properties

＊SATA III cable with non-scratch 
locking mechanism 
and 180° connector

CP07

＊Get a Sugo Pack to conveniently 
take your RVZ01 anywhere you go

SUGO PACKO PACK

＊SFX ST45SF-G is fully modular 
and smaller to enable additional 
room inside the case

ST45SF-G

＊Our recommendation 
for the CPU cooler

NT06-PRO

＊Significantly reduce cable 
clutter in smaller cases & 
systems

ficantly reduce cable 
r in smaller cases & 
ms

PP05-E

and smaller to enable additional 
room inside the case

T45SF-G
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